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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

Policy to give
ability to drop
class after finals

September 27.2006
Volume 101, Issue 29
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Weed and
wheels don't
mix

By Brent Daggett
Reporter

Smoking and driving
can be as deadly as
drinking and driving

A new policy could allow students who fit certain criteria
the opportunity to have an
awful semester erased from
their transcripts.
The procedure of retroactive
withdrawal would provide students with the ability to have an
exemption in situations that arcbeyond their control, according
to Mark Grotnko, vice provost
for academic programs.
"Retroactive
withdrawal
refers to requests to withdraw
from all classes after final exam
week," Gromkosaid, "The need
for such a policy arises because
there are extreme circumstances, such as hospitalization or coma, where a student
is neither able to attend class
nor to request withdraw before
the last day of class. Such circumstances are dealt with on a
case by case basis."
Since retroactive withdrawal
is in the developing stages in
the Undergraduate Council,
Grotnko would like to see a
single policy agreed upon by
all the colleges, stipulating the
conditions a student may apply
for retroactive withdrawal, as
well as documentation as it
pertains to financial aid and
state subsidies.
If the policy passes, the
University will not be the only
college to have a plan for retroactive withdrawal. Kent
Slate, Wright State and Ohio
University have policies in
place. Gromko said.
Even though an official policy
has not been enacted, various
colleges at the University have
different guidelines on what
they consider a valid reason for
retroactive withdrawal.
I heir policies are a ease by
case basis and the chance of one

for teens | Page I

Learning easy:
College life to
be less of hassle
Education Secretary
may alter college
experience to benefit
students | Page 5

Sickness
spreads
campus-wide
BGSU ranked sixth
sickest campus in
Ohio | Page 4

Detroit Tigers
find an ace in
Badenhop
Former Falcon Burke
Badenhop named top
minor league pitcher
| Page 6

Preview:
Volleyball
hosts Miami
The Falcons are
hot after sweeping
Toledo and Ball State
| Page 6

See POLICY | Page 2
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ADldS. TACO BELL Much to the dismay of avid fans of Nachos Bell Grande, the T«o Bell building on Wooster v»as demolished Monday, in order to make way for a new one The
new Taco bell will be 3.124 square feet and hold 117 seats

Method Man
Slide show
Check out the
Method Man concert
pictures on the Web.

■ What do you think is
the most important
aspect of personal
hygeine?

Phasing out Taco Bell
By Nate Robson
Reporter

With the close of Taco Hell last
week, students arc left finding
new restauranls to eat at after
a night at the bars.
Students like senior Megan
Grandstaff are now eating at
places such as Big Boy, Qdoba
or Skyline Chili as they wait
for the grand re-opening of
Taco Bell.
But Skyline Chili could
never replace Taco Bell,
Grandstaff said.
"Its not open on the nights
we need it to be open." she

said. "I go to '80s night a lot.
And chili just doesn't sit well
after a night of drinking."
While some students iniss
the late night service, others
say they will miss the food.
"Iwill be sad when they close
because 1 won't be able to gel
my French Wrap Quesadilla,"
said freshman Alisha Griffin.
A spokeswoman for Taco
Bell, Monica Hawks, said the
restaurant will reopen some
time in mid-December. The
new design, called "Bold
Choice" will be the newest
version that Taco Bell has
to offer.

University supplies funds
for student organizations
Daniela Stover, Junior.
Spanish and Marketing
'Brushing your teeth"
| Page 4

TODAY
PM T-Storms
High: 74, Low: 47
f

">',

TOMORROW
Showers
High: 58, Low: 38

k

By Kristen Schweitzer
Repoitei

Almost every student organization here on campus must deal
with budget management and
distribution of funds.
Some meetings offer free
pizza as incentive for new
members or host events here on
campus. The pizza and events
have to be paid for somehow
— many of these organizations
relying on the University to provide funding.
Every year members of each
student organization must
calculate a budget to see their
organization through the year.
These budget requests are submitted to the Student Budget

Committee for approval.
The SBC follows a list of policies for budget approval. The
policy consists of fund regulation for food as well as travel.
The policy also has a list of
things that SBC funds cannot
be spent on, such as gifts and
scholarships, according to the
Student Budget Committee
Funding Policies.
Organizations are not
trapped, however, if they don't
receive adequate funding.
Organizations also have the
opportunity to submit appeals
to the amount of funding they
receive. These appeals are
then sent to the dean of stuSee FUNDING | Page 2

This new version will have
a Southwestern look with an
orange and green Stone wink
exterior. The new architecture
style and inlenoi design are
supposed to give the restaurant a dramatic and modern
look, I lawks said.
And most importantly to
Grandstaff and Griffin, it will
be bigger at 3,124 square feet.
"I he line gets so long you're
literally in the back of the store
infringing on people's space."
Grandstaff said.
Griffin would prefer to see
a larger dining area because
the "old one was just too

cramped.'1 The new Taco Bell
will have 117 seats compared
to the old version, which
seated 65.
when the new laco Bell
opens it will have a staff of 50
employees, I lawks said.
All older style Taco Hell
restaurants have slowly been
phased out and remodeled all
over the country, according to
restaurants Web site.
Taco Bell officials say
the new restaurant version
is critical to improving the
customers' experience and
satisfaction by offering them
superior facilities.

U.S. graduation rate lower
in part to financial concerns
By Kara Ohngren
Senior Reporter

The United Stales has lower
higher-education enrollment
and graduation rates than
other nations, according to a
recent USA Today report.
The study, conducted by
the National (enter for Public
lt>lic\ and Higher Education,
found that the U.S. ranks seventh among developed nations
for 25 to 34-year-olds with college degrees.
The University seems to be
following suit, boasting a 59.8
percent graduation rate. This
latest number was drawn from
degree-seeking freshmen that
entered the University in 2000

and graduated within si\ years
— the figure hasn't fluctuated
much in the past several years,
according to the University's
Institutional research department.
"1 think a large part of it Is
the financial concern,'' said Bill
Knight, assistant vice president
ol Planning and Accountability
at die University. "In many
other countries the state or
federal governments will pay
for higher education, so there
is no niilion '
Overall, Ohio has a 65 percent graduation rate for students who began their study
at main campuses at public
SeeGRADS|Paoe2

Where in the
world is Osama
bin Laden?
By Paul Haven
The Associated Press
He was blown
up In the caves
of Tora Bora. He
was on dialysis and dying
of kidney disease. He was
in the hands of Osama bin
Pakistaniintelligence and about Laden
to be turned Rumors of his
over
to the death have
United States.
only been
Rumors
of just that for
Osama
bin
Laden's death or years
capture go back
years, and they have always
proved greatly exaggerated. The
latest came Saturday, when a
leaked French intelligence document citinga "usually reliable'
source said the Saudi secret
service was convinced the 52year-old al-Qaida terror chief
had died of typhoid last month
in Pakistan.
Officials from Riyadh to Paris
to Washington rushed to insist
they had nothing to substantiate
the report, but not before news
of it reached every corner of the
globe and renewed the debate
about why the world's largest
dragnet has failed to get its man.
■ There has been a grave failure five years after 9/11 that the
true leaders of the attacks artstill free, and that they are still
alive," said Rohan Gunaratna,
head of terrorism research at
Singapore's Institute of Defense
and Strategic Studies.
Gunaratna cited comments
by bin Laden's no. 2, Ayman alZawahri, released on the fifth
anniversary of the attacks, as
evidence the French report
was erroneous.
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FUNDING
dents for a hearing, according
lo Jeff Coats, associate dean
of students
Student clubs also can
request what is called spot
funding" for any unanticipated
needs that may arise throughout the year. "Spot fund"
requests can be submitted for
up to SI,000 and must also go
through review of the dean of
students. Coats said.
"Approval of an appeal
depends on the amount and

the reason," Coats said
The

committee

issues

approximately $450,000 of
the UniverSlty'9 money lo
student organizations each
year, according to Coats.
This money comes from the
general fee portion of each
student's tuition.
"Peers are governing over
peer's money and students
are holding other students
accountable," Coats said.
Members of the SBC don't
have complete control over the
general fee of students' tuition,
though, Coats said. The committee must submit all decisions made with the funds
to a faculty budget committee, where it goes through an
extensive hierarchj all the way
up to the Board of Trustees

GRADS

CAMPUS
BRIEF

From Page 1
universities and completed

College Republicans
choose Coulter for
spring speaker event
The BGSU College Republicans voted
last ntght lo bring conse-vative political
pundit Ann Coulter to campus as their
annual spring speaker next semester
The organization chose Coulter,
known for books like "How To Talk To A
liberal (If You Must)" and "Godless: The
Church of Liberalism," over two other
potential speakers columnist Michelle
Malkin and Rush Limbaugh's younger
brother David Limbaugh.
Coulter was the most expensive of the
three speaker options and will cost the
College Republicans at least $20,000 to
bung to the University.
The College Republicans executive
board reported at the meeting their current budget is about $12,000. but the
group plans to fundraise over the next
several months to,earn the rest of the
money for Coulter s appearance.
"We know we will be able to raise the
$5,000 to $8,000 extra we will need with
no problem." co-chair Brian Kutzley said.
The spring speaker event will be held in
the Umon ballroom sometime in March.

ihcii bachelors degree within
six years, according to tin- kill's! rc|M>rt on the Ohio Board of
Begems Web site.
The report showed thai Ohio
University has a graduation rate
ill 71) percent, Kent State — 42
percent, Miami — 79 percent
Ohio State — 56 percent and
Toledo—40 percent

us. Secretary oi Education
Margaret Spellings, told USA
Today that she has ideas for making higher edui alii in "affordable,
accessible and consumer friendly tor all Americans,
"In order to remain a leader
in the global economy, our
nation must adapt its higher
education system to prepare
Americans for the jobs of today
and tomorrow."
For many families, the COS)
of higher education is simply
becoming unalldrdable. (In
average in this country, a year at a
public four-year university c CMS
.11 percent of a family's income,
according to USA Today.
In 1WW the Ohio (ieneral
Assembly created "Success
Challenge" which provides funding to universities to assist stu-

The SBC consists of both
graduate and undergraduate
students interested in managing the money portioned
out to the University's many
organizations.
Students interested in joining the SBC must submit an
application and go through
an interview process before
being admitted into the committee. According to Clint
Stephens, interim coordinator of student organizations
and advisor for the SBC, students wishing to join the SBC
should "be engaged on campus and understand student
organizations."
Stephens also says that
most members of the SBC

dents who graduate in four years
and to encourage economically
at - risk students lo complete their
degree, according to the Board of
Regents Web site.
"Also, in other countries
diere really isn't much room for
experimentation," Knight said.
1 lire, students tend to transfer
to oilier institutions. It seems
that it is much more acceptable
to move around or drop out and
start working."
The
federally
defined
Institution Graduation Rate is
the percentage of an entering
class of full-time degree seekers who actually graduate from
the same institution, according
to the Board of Regents. Thus,
when students transfer it has a
negative effect on the university's graduation rate, despite the
fact that these transfers may
still graduate from a different
institution.
(
"1 certainly don't consider a
student who transfers to be a
failure." Knight said. "I started
my freshman year at Ohio State
then moved to Kent and I think I
turned out OK."
The statistic often overlooked,
according to Knight, is 72 percent of students who enter an
Ohio public university as a freshman graduate from a given t )hio
university within six years.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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WHAT CAN
THE POWER OF 1
DO FOR YOU
ACCESS
your BG1 Card balances
• at MyBGSU-after log in. select the BG1 tab to
view your account balances
• at the Account Balance Stations located in Kreischer
Sundial Residential Dining Center and at the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Information Center

ADD VALUE
to your BG1 Card
• at the Account Management Center located in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union just inside the doors
near the clock tower

CD

OQ
LU

I

• at the BG1 Card Services Center-located at the
University Bookstore
• using the form available on the BG1 Card Web site
http://BG1 Card.BGSU.edu

PROTECT
your BG1 Card
• safe guard your BG1 Card like cash or credit card and
immediately report a lost or stolen card to
one of the following:
> Photo ID Office in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
> BG1 Card Services Center at the University Bookstore
> in person at the BGSU Police Department in the
Commons after hours

For more information call 419-372-4127

BGSU

join because of their involvement in other student organizations and want to have
a say in how the money is
distributed.
Suzy Budke, current member of SBC, became interested
in SHC when the US(i treasurer asked her to apply. As an
accounting major, as well as a
member of Beta Alpha Psi and
thcStudentllonorsAssiiciation.
Budke decided joining the SBC
could be advantageous for her.
This year's SBC consists
of two graduate students
and nine undergraduates.
The Undergraduate Student
Government and Graduate
Student
Senate
treasurers hold the co-chair posi-

POLICY
From Page l
being granted this privilege
is slim, said Simon MorganRussell, associate dean for the
College of Arts and Sciences
Department.
But, the aforementioned
policy has at least one student livid.
In the fall of 2005, then junior
Abbie Ryan, sent In an application to be considered for retroactive withdrawal for health
reasons and was denied
According to Ryan, the
signed letter she received
from the College of Arts and
Sciences contained the exceptions such as severe personal
injury, diagnosed depression
oi family death.
Also, on the current student
withdrawal information form,
medical, financial and personal issues are some of the
exceptions one can check if
they decide to withdrawal.
"I think it is really demeaning how they Heal their students," Ryan said. "Basically,

tions. The committee meets
twice a month, every other
Wednesday.
There are two types of meetings. One for spot funding
requests and one for annual
funding for organizations. At
these meetings, a representative from the organizations
requesting money must make
a presentation. After the presentation the representative
leaves the room in order for
the SBC to discuss the presentation and review the guidelines in order to construct the
organizations budget.
Other duties of the SBC members including "making sure
the money is spent the way it
was allocated," Budke said.

they don't give a shit about
their students."
But, concern for the students is not the only reason
why Ryan is furious.
"I'm trying to get into the
grad schools I want, and the
administration [College of Arts
and Seiencesl, is hindering my
future," Ryan said. "Why do
they claim to offer this to students, if they are not going to
accept anyone?"
Ryan aiso sees other problems in the current system.
"It's so ambiguous and you
don't know if you are able to
apply for this or not," Ryan said.
Ryan also offers a solution
on what she believes would
be more conducive to every
students needs who want lo
apply for the process.
"If we have a policy at all, it
needs to be specifically outlined instead of doing guess
work on problems in the
past," Ryan said. "Also if a
case by case basis is needed,
the field needs to be widened a little bit because not
everyone falls into the three
categories."

Men get hiccups CORRECTIONS
published in the Sept 21 edition
more often then0 Inof anThearticle
BG News, the location of the BGSU
Counseling Center was inconect. The centei
D women!
is located in 320 Saddlemire Registration is
0
required to attend the stress clinic sessions. Call
419-372-2081 to register and to learn more.

POLICE
BLOTTER
MONDAY
8:24 a.m.
Female student reported to be
under the influence at West Poe
. hool.
8:41 a.m.
Two sheds reported pried open
and entered on Fairview Avenue.
No major damage. It was determined only unlocked sheds were
11:03 a.m.
Mate reported being assaulted over the
weekend He w
'the
original report.
Student reported being threatened with a
knife last Fnday during a football game One
of the reported offenders was transported
from a school on West Pbe Road to CRC
.ntervenfjorv
l-04p.ru
Eighteen QVD movies and a digital
camera, vaVjed at 1200. were reported
stolen from a v*hde on South Main
Street. The owner was rside a store and
left the window partially down on her
vehicle.
3:14pm
Napoleon Road resident reported
receiving harassfxj cals from a male
Toledo resident
5:44 pm.
: jorted on Campbell Hill Road
4:51pm
'(•ported two female juveniles
were trying to tip over a Port-A-John at
1
It* |umor high on Sandndge Road
5:52 pm
Attempted theft and damage to wires
on a projector in Overman.
•:47 pm
• • reported to be looking
lie residents window on South
Koad and pleasuring himself
Resident sad she had |ust gotten out of
rhe shower and was in her room when
she noticed the male at her window.
When the resident went to get her
roommates, he left the area. Police were
unable to locate the mate.
10:52 pm
Male and female reported fighting
on East Napoleon Road One male
was reported to be aggressive and
, e. His mother was called to
calm him down and he was warned
lor disorderly conduct.
TUESDAY
Unwanted male reported at a North
Mam Sfeet bar. He was warned for dis-
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Podcasts becoming prominent
learning tool in classrooms

Sa»» 4 tt nind* ol rmnautm haw ■> ^.bgmwlu

TODAY
1:30-5 pm.
Grad Staff Meeting
Paulsen Conference Room

By Jamie Livengood
MCT

5:30 p.m.
State o( the Student Body Address

Since their Introduction in 2001,
LPods have become so ubiquiti HIS
that it's rare to go a day without
spotting someone sporting the
tnuli'iiuirk while earphones in
the gym. on a city bus or walking
down the sidewalk.
Podcasts made for the digital media players have become
increasingly popular mid diverse
also, even becoming commonplace on college campuses across
the country as a way for proft S911 s
to broadcast lessons outside of a
classroom. But now students, who
an- usually on the audience end ol
a podcast, are turning die tables
and using die medium asawaj to

Lenhart Grand Ballroom

6-7:15 a.m
Facebook Communication
314 Union

7-8 p.m
How to Work A Job Fair
SOOSaddlemire

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Timothy Olt. tuba
Bryan Recital Hall

have their voices heeid
8-10 pm
Wednesdays in the Pub- The Argonauts
Black Swamp Pub

9:30-10:30 pm
Habitat for Humanity
226 Olscamp
JORDAN HOWER

College life
now easier?

A working class of students
POP BLOCK: Junior ceramics major Mansa Hncovsky works yesterday on a new
soda kiln outside of the Art Building. A soda kiln is used for baking ceramics and is
fired by soda instead of gas or other heating sources
'

Dennis U. Miller, direeloi nt
public relations at Pennsylvania^
Mansfield University, decided last
year that the best way u I give pn I
spective students and Incoming
freshmen an uncensored look at
college life was to create a podcast for them using die voices ol
real students in a show he called
1
freshmen Seerels Rewalcd."
"I just got the sense that this
new medium was just taking oil
like craw alter the il'od was the
number one Christinas gift last
year," Miller said. "The beauty of it
is (hat it captures students in their
own words, and vou can listen to

MUSTAMOUBAISHI
ENTERTAINMENT AND MORE: Product Marketing Mar,

A^PMOIO

Pacific Yeo

Eng Yiong shows models ol the iPod Nano at its launch m New Delhi. India last week. The
2GB iPod Nano model in silver is available tor 9.800 rupees (USJ215) The 4GB models in
silver, pink, green and blue are available for 16.400 rupees [USI

itwlthoutbeinglimitedbj time or
any other typeol constraint"
I den Harwell, a sophomore
at Mansfield, was one ol the sin
dents who spoke about her eark

college experiences on Miller's
pock ast She grew to enjoj die
production aspects ol creating
the slum and moved on to help
ing edit and mix the podcast
I he production became sort
ill a hobby, and I've gotten good
feedback about the project.'
I lartweU said "1 think Its a success and a good waj to be heard
id like to continue doing it"
\nd they are.

Hie former

Freshmen continue their dls-

r usslons this year as pan ol
"Sophomore Stories."
More and more Web sites catering to amateur and student prnlr asters are cropping up to make it
easiei tu partk Ipate in the trend.
WUdVbiceisonesuch site.
I lie site oileis free software
i ailed VVIIdVbice Studio, which is
designed to be amateur-friendly
I he beta program allows anyone
with a I't ami a microphone to
record, mix and publish his or
her own shows to Web sites thai
support audio Mies. |l)o note
thai the current version ol the
software is only compatible with
Windows XR

By Ben F.ll.r
The Associated Press

— education
Secretary Margaret Spellings
launched plans yesterday to
redefine the college experience, promising less confusion and more results
for families.
Spellings said she would
make a handful of changes
on her own and start building
support for some of the more
sweeping ideas that came
from her higher education
commission.
Chief among them is the
creation of a massive information-sharing system, opening up greater review of how
colleges and universities
are performing.
It would require vast data collection on individual students,
already raising privacy concerns in some corners.
Spellings also pledged to
make it easier for people to
apply for financial aid and to
compare the price and the
value of one school to another.
She spoke of more federal college aid hut would not endorse
a specific request to raise Pell
Grants, as her commission
wanted.
Sensitive to how colleges
would react (o her plans.
Spellings heaped praise on
them. Then she mocked the
idea that everything is fine.
"Is it fine that college tuition
has outpaced inflation? she
asked in a National Press Club
speech. "Is it fine that only
half our students graduate on
time? Is it fine that students
often graduate so saddled with
debt that they can't buy a home
or start a family? None of this
seems fine to me."
WASHINGTON

Teens have it twisted, driving stoned is dangerous
By John Keilman
MCT

Over the last eight years, high
school students who have gotten in trouble for drugs and
alcohol have told counselor
Cathy Crafty the same alarming story about driving under
the influence.
"It just kept coming up,
left and right: 'We know we
shouldn't drive after drinking, hut it's OK to drive after
smoking pot,"' said Cratty,
who works for Highland Park,
ill.-based School District 113.
According in national surveys, high school students are
as likely to drive high as they
are to drive drunk. Hut experts
say many of those teens never
hear a warning about taking
to the road while stoned and
don't think they're doing anything dangerous.
"They perceive themselves
as being less impaired when
smoking marijuana." said
locelyn Boudreau, a social
wnrker at the Hosecrance adolescent treatment center in
Rockford. III. "Ihe overarching
and clear message [to teens
has been: Vou drink, sou drive,
you die.'
"There rcalK hasn't been that
same kind ol consistent message for marijuana."
That's largely because pot's
role in fatal crashes is lar from
clear. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration,
which keeps statistics on

"They may suspect that a driver is impaired,
but if they don't test positive for alcohol,
[officers] may let them go."
Heidi Coleman | Chief of Safely

wrecks involving alcohol,
does not have enough data to
generate similar numbers for
marijuana.
Heidi Coleman. chief of
the safety administration's
impaired driving division,
said many police officers likely

never detect pol because they

aren't trained to read physical cues — such as pupil si/.e,
body temperature and heart
rate — that suggest the drug's
presence.
"They may suspect that a
driver is impaired, but if they
don't test positive for alcohol,
lofficersl may let them go."
she said.
Research Into marijuana's
impact on driving is similarly
limited, she said.
While stale law treats measurable levels of pot or other
drugs as evidence ol Dill Similar to a blood-alcohol reading of
0.08 percent or higher), science
is more nebulous.
Some studies have linked
marijuana to decreased
attentiveness, slower reactions, diminished motor
skills and a worsened ability to estimate distance, but
there is no consensus about

how severe the effects are or
how long they last.
The debate over what real
ly constitutes impairment
will likely play out In a Lake
County, III., courtroom later
this year when Richard Wood,
17. faces trial in the deaths
of two friends who were passengers in a car he wrecked
Nov. 13.
Prosecutors, who say the
Mundelein teen bad used

pol within 24 hours ol the
crash, have (barged him with
aggravated driving undei the
influence ol drugs and reck
less homicide. Wood's attorney, Robert Gevlrtz, would
not comment on his client's
alleged marijuana use hut said
he would prove that his diem
was not impaired at the time ol
the crash.
Tabitha Fischer, 19, has no
doubt that marijuana worsened her driving when she
was growing up in llellev ille,
even (hough she saw nothing
wrong with it at the time.
When I was doing it. I
thought I was a better driu'r."
said Fischer, who recently
completed a year of substance

\s I look at it now ... I'd go
through slop signs, stoplights,
and I'd just laugh il rill. I didn't
locus on anyone else on the
road, from what I can remember. It was like I was the onh
person there."

PODCflSTinG ■■■;
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multimedia team
thenewsL5bgnews.com

abuse treatment at Rosecrance.

Student Alumni Connection's

Freddiefi Frieda
5« ffa/Ch/htk

Properties Co*

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www p-eferiidpiope'iiesco com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"

Oi! Hid 9M JI ihf Sliid-m RmfMlioii fraiei

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
• imall pets allowed
See C-''
•B^^^^^
■ more del iil

Early Registration going on now till
September 30lh Stop by our table In the
Union an this week to sign up

Now only $5.00!
Qua i I ion t [ile»»* contact thexiAiQbgiu «d i

"otl
GRIAT

^"»F

AFFORDABLE
RATCS!

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

State of the Student Body Address
Undergraduate Student Government President

Bernard LHUe
Join fellow BGSU students and other members of the
university to discuss relevant issues
Bursarables and BIG Charge
University-wide travel policy
Meal plan rollover dollars
Funding for higher education
Funding of student organizations

Wednesday, September 27,2006
5:50 p.m.
Lewhart Grand Ballroom
Contact US(r: 404 lowen Thompson Student Union
419.J72.f116
usgvbgsu.edu

• Mini Mall Apts.
• Triplex

Heaters!»•"

CHERRYW00D

FREE

HEALTH SPA
ir H.old Poll

MEMBERSHIP •
privilege to •
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Ffi:
530S Map
410-33J-0371

I3toX53S8C£!@J On?
lhe

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
Summer semester, or year leases • Slove. fridge, microwave. 25' TV
Low as $425 per month • Full cable W/HBO - S20/month
Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

*

Condominiums for rent!

Beautiful ranch style condominiums

Excellent location lor BGSU faculty

S6507month plus Wftfies

Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal

Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
for 2 Bedroom

Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office h some units

Ctntal at

OPINION
PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Brushing your teeth."

"What we did in the eight months was at least as aggressive as what
the Clinton administration did in the preceding years."
- Condoleeza Rice, from Time.com
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What do you think is the most important aspect of personal hygiene?
'Deodorantand

"Teeth! Teeth! Oh my

| "Showering"

k

gosh, your teeth!"

washing'

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on

ZACHFOSS, Freshman.
Undecided

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ARUN
SATHYANATHAN.
Freshman. Finance

OCTAVIA JOHNSON.
Sophomore. Pre-Med and
Neuroscience

Poor hygiene a problem on campus

Wash your hands. Take a shower.
Brush your teeth. Hush the toiler
Comb your hair. We all know the
drill. It's something ingrained in
us since childhrxKl.
Personal hygiene is nothing
to take lightly. But apparently
we forget this important fact
as soon as we set foot on a

college campus.
According to a recent article
published by the Plain Dealer,
staph infections, a highly contagious bacterial infection of the
skin that causes red, swollen blisters, are beginning to crop up at
a rapid lire pace around college
campuses across the nation.
ITiis poses a problem for us
B( i students because, according to tlie survey we're the sixth
ranked sickest campus in Ohio.
Now thai really is nauseating.
So now conies the time
where we ask ourselves why
we're all so ill.
What makes our campus
more prone to infection than

others?
Could it lie the constant 10
mile per hour winds that we all
put up with day in and day out?
Maybe, but somehow 1 don't
think that's die only reason.
IOT one thing, three-fourths of
our population live in donns on
campus, which is true for most
larger colleges.
Tiny Irving space equals breeding ground for disease. Everyone
always tells you you'll most
likely contract some disease you've
never had before when you first go
off to college, but you don't realiM1

its Due until nearly everyone in
\tnir hallway gets infected with
pink eye all in the same week.
living in donns, and even off
campus a|iartmenls can be a
pleasant experience, but know
that everything you own will
protiably lie used by one jierson
or anodier at some time.
If you have roommates,
tie prepared for infections.
Computer mice, a keyboard,
even remote controls for your
television arc all carriers of infectious disease.
Tiny spaces aren't the only
cause though In actuality, pom
hygiene is the number one cause
of spreading sickness, including
Staph infections.
I low many limes have you
gone to the resUOOm and seen
someone leave without washing
their hands? 1 low many times
has it been you? Some people
will claim their not going in then1
and peeing on their hands, so
why wash. Toilet paper is not a
liarrier. It soaks up liquids which
then seep onto your hands
whether you feel it or not. And
guys, you're actually touching
your goods, so please, please
wash afterward.
Another thing. Imagine going
to the bathroom after someone
who was just sick all over the toilet before you came in.
There arc no traces of such
disaster, so you use the same
stall. You touch the door, the
lock, die ilushen all things that
the person who was just sick
before you touched as well. You
never know so you don't wash
afterward. You go grab a bite to
eat, never washing your hands
before you do. Pleasant thoughts,
I know.
Some people claim that good
old soap and water isn't good
enough for them. They use

bottles of disinfectant hand
wash instead.
That would be wonderful if
they washed AND used disinfectant, but one without the other
just doesn't cut it.
According to the ICKKI and
I inig Administration, a hand
sanilizer "cannot and should
not take the place of pmjier
cleansing procedures with soap
and water." In actuality, hand
saniuVers barcly even reduce
the amount of bacteria and may
even increase the amount of
germs on the skin.
So who is staph most likely to
infect in the first place? Mainly
athletes, but anyone is susceptible. Many sports teams use community towels on the sidelines,
transferring staph through sweat.
There are also cases of staph
linked to artificial turf, which can
enter the body through a scrape
or a cut. I don't know about all of
you, but personally 1 don't want
our team sitting on the sideline
during the upcoming Ohio State
game just because of a little
infection.
So the next time you're out
playing a game of flag football
or soccer, keep bandages over
open wounds.
Don't share towels; use your
own. Dust your room once
a month with static sheets,
including your mouse and keyboard. Most important of all,
wash your hands!
If we all just fOCUS a little
harder on personal hygiene,
we may be able to prevent outbreaks of staph infection here at
BG, possibly even moving that
disgusting sixth place rank down
to sixteenth.

WcrmroTSto Kristen Vasasat
hiaev&tgsuedu

Clintons criticism deserved by Bush
Daniel I jpian's column in
Monday's BG News concerning former President Hill
Clinton and his supposed
arrogance struck me as a yet
another example of right-wing
conservatives still managing
to place the blame the Bush
administration's failures on
Mr. Clinton.
In the column, Mr. I.ipian
claims repeatedly that Mr.
Clinton was responsible for the
terrible events of Sept. 11, 200 1
without even mentioning the
fact that President Bush and
his administration received
advanced warning from the
National Security Council
that Osama bin Laden was
determined to strike inside the
United States.
The memo itself was dated
Aug. 6.2001 and was entitled
"Bin Ijiden Determined to
Strike within the United
Slates."The reason nothing was done about it was
simple: President Bush was
on vacation.
In fact, Mr. Bush broke
Ronald Reagan's presidential
record of vacation time with
over 335 days and counting,
according to ScrippsNcws.
Maybe if Mr. Bush didn't
take so much time off he
would have the satisfaction of

HARK INGLES I GUEST COLUMNIST

capturing bin Laden and
bringing him to justice.
As far as arrogance goes,
President Bush has done a lot
better job harming us with
his arrogance than Clinton
ever did.
I lis insistence that the
I Inited States is willing to "go
it alone" and his refusal to follow through with diplomacy
have lost us longtime allies like
France and the United Nations.
The current war in Iraq is
an example of the failure of
going (essentially) alone in
such politically turmoil states
and regions.
We are currently losing billions of dollars per week fighting this war, driving us deeper
in debt, and without a strong
coalition or the UN support to
offset causalities it is hurting us
more than is needed.
President Bush's insistence
that the Geneva Convention
does not apply to the United
States in dealing with torture
is another sad example of an
arrogance that can and will
in the long run hurt many
Americans at home and
abroad.
The Geneva Convention was
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set in place to prevent atrocities in war, and if we start to
ignore dial then we lose all
barriers that separate us from
the enemy we are lighting.
Finally, the article mentioned that Mr. Clinton should
own up to his mistakes like
President Bush has. I would
like to know when exactly
President Bush has admitted
to a mistake.
The last I heard he wasn't
doing that because he felt that
he hadn't made a mistake in
tile war on terror.
Even during the town hall
style 2004 presidential debate,
a woman asked President Bush
if he could name three mistakes he had made in his first
term. He replied that he cannot because he hadn't made
any mistakes.
As you can see, President
Bush has made many mistakes
in dealing with terror. His arrogance is hurting us more than
Mr. Clinton's infidelity ever did.
It's time for Mr. Bush to
swallow his pride, admit his
wrongs, and set our country
on a better course before his
term runs out.

Matk Ingles. Jvria.Mlical Science and
Heiay.mngki^bgiueda
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Every country has a right
to nuclear technology
Brian Szabelski's column was
refreshing to read after the
recent bombardment by the
american media, depicting a
negative Iran.
Every country's right to sustain its energy and serve its
citizens should be upheld. The
1 AF.A has approved of Iran's
nuclear program.
Furthermore, no clause in
the NPT bars any country from
its sovereign right to sustains
development.
Gaining the approval and/or
the confidence of the United
Stated of America is not a prerequisite for a nation to develop
a peaceful nuclear program.
The column was well written and I congratulate you for
the same. God bless Iran, God
bless the USA, God bless the
world.
—Ali Soleiniimi, Faculty.
Division of'Student Affairs.
Computer Science.
alis@bgsu.etlu.

World is not safe if Iran
has nuclear weapons
In reading Brian Szabelski's
column on why Iran should be
allowed nuclear weapons I am

k
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deeply disturbed.
First, it would be easier for a
terrorist organization to get a
weapon from Iran since they
already funnel arms to terrorist
groups such as Hezbollah.
Secondly, he seems very
happy with giving Iran weapons in order to "balance each
other out power-wise."
This is a strategy that worked
during the Cold War, but there
is no way this idea would work
when Iran is actively calling for
Israel to be wiped off the map,
and at the same time denies
the existence of the I iolocaust.
Detente does not work
when one of the parties
involved seeks violence. Also,
the idea that it "might" start
a nuclear arms race in the
Middle East is more like an
inevitable reality if we let Iran
obtain nuclear weapons.
Apparently Brian likes
the idea of having more and
more chances for the world
to explode in nuclear warfare
unless I am misunderstanding "while there is less tension,
there is less conflict" because
we all can afford the aftermath
of a nuclear war.
Brian's plan is equivalent to
letting those with severe mental illnesses purchase firearms.
Based on his reasoning if
everyone has a firearm nobody
will do anything bad — unless
you think giving insane people
firearms would decrease the

chance some innocent people
get hurt.
— Sean Martin, junior.

Political Science, Hlstoi i,
msean@l>gsii.edu

Separation of church and
state is a 'two-way street'
Miss Walter seems to not entirely
understand the separation of
church and state.
It's a two-way street. It does not
do our democracy well to ignore
it when you have an objection to
some rule of law but not in other
cases. For instance churches
have the ability to discriminate
against certain people if they so
desire, whether through excomniun ication or a ny ot her means.
This is because of a separation
of church and state. Churches
are also tax exempt because of a
separation of church and state.
You cannot pick and choose
when you would like this to
apply. Throughout history,
around the world, a blurring
of the lines between church
and state has never led to
good things.
Though morality plays a role
in our laws, religious morality
does not have a place in our
government.
—Lee Nicliolas, Houiing (keen
Kesiaent.leanlsox73@yahoo.com.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site Is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

E-MAIL EDITION
To busy to hit a newsstand? Get The BG
News in your e-mail.

MULTIMEDIA
Voice your opinion with
our weeHy poll question
on our homepage.

HOUSING GUIDE
Check out the off campus
housing guide at bgnews/
housing.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on (he University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number ol submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions wrll not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
;
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NOT NEWS
YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT IT'S NEWS. BUT IT'S JUST NOT.

THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE
Q: How do you know policemen are strong?
A: They can hold up traffic.

One hundred things I learned my freshmen year

Approaching Homecoming brings
P easant high school memories
With HG's homecoming fast

"... it is the only

approaching, it seems to !><■
a good time to reflect on the
sadomasochistic ritual known
as high school homecoming.
Surely you remember the girls
with gravity-defying hair, weal
ing dresses that cost more than
your first car. Meanwhile, the
guys wore khakis, and, it the girl
was lucky, a shirt with buttons.
i would go into homecoming
knowing it would most likely be
awful, and yet even with these
low expectations, homecoming
managed to reach new levels < >t
crappiness every year.
This is in large part due to
the music that was played.
Contrary to what you may have
learned from sitcoms, if you
write Davy Jones a letter. The
Monkees won't play at any of
your school functions.
At my high school the music
was provided by HI Satan.
Instead of playing good music,
homecoming usually devolved
into a parade of the most
annoying songs ever foisted on
the public, the worst ol which
are documented here, in no
particular Older
The Funky Chicken
Whenever this began plaving.
I would immediately become

physically ill, havingjust realized
that I had gone to the trouble of
attending an event that featured
glorified polka music.
I have also been told, by
numerous reputable sources,
thai this song is one of Congress'
recently approved methods of
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socially acceptable
time for a group of
men to dance to a
Village People song
Cotton Eyed Joe
"Country plus techno"
pretty much equals "The Devil's
Revenge at God tor creating a
He. tu i i l ti I World." Iliis song was
written under the false pretense
that combining two things that
suck would make something
ih,ii snmehnw doesn't completely suck.
I his assumption is very
wrong. I don't know where you
are going, Cotton lyed Joe, but I
know where you came from: the
depths of hell.

Y.M.C.A.
I will never understand the
appeal of this song. It is also
notable that when played at
homecoming, it is the only
socially acceptable time for
a group of men to dance to a
Village People song in public

The Cha-Cha Slide
Seven minutes ot some creepy
guy telling me what to do and
bow to dance? Sounds like fun,
please play it twice! I [hey actually played this song twice during my senior homecoming).
I don't understand why people
like being told exactly what to do
during a song, but then again,

in public."
I'm a true American who Strives
for freedom in his dancing.
Incidentally, this is the
official dance song of the old

Soviet Republic,
Most men on the dance floor
fell into two groups: the first
group was llie kids who were
shy and nerdy and didn't have
the confidence to dance in front
of people. The second group
consisted of the popular guys
who were just too cool to dance.
This resulted in women
simply dancing around the
popular guys while the nerds
stood in a circle discussing the
liner points ot Ihe Lord of the

A lot of the text boohs you're told you fJlU5f buy. you
really don't need so long as you pay attention and tahe
good notes. The trich however is to not BRAG about how
you didn't buy your booHs, because it really isn't a big
deal, and it s annoying as hen to hear you thinh it is.

One hundred things X learned my freshmen year

Kings [there were also rumors
of a third group existing, but
they were outside by their i ars
getting trashed).
Hut no matter what group
you were in, homecoming was
a time to come together with
MUM peers and thank God that
once you graduate you won't be
forced to spend time with I hem

With the days already getting cooler, you had better
say 'goodbye" to tflr. Sun now, since we probably wont
be seeing him again until sometime in (Day.

ever again.

Get set for a long cold windy winter.

Daniel Hjney (dhaneyQbgsuedu) is
doing the elector slide nght not.

"Imagine you are in a room. Inside this room is a large
box, and inside that box is an even smaller box. You open
up this box. and inside is a bunch of bananas. Peel the
bananas, one by one. then throw them at the wall. Do they
stick? Nevermind, that's not important. You hear music
playing. The music is techno. You like techno. Are you
dancing? You should be. Pick up a banana and start dancing. Why aren't you dancing? DANCE. DAMNIT."
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SIDELINES

Badenhop finds success
Falcon named Minor League Pitcher of the Year
By Andrew H.irncr
Reporter

PRO GOLF
Nelson dies at 94
Byron Nelson died yesterday
at age 94 His golf legacy
gave him the nickname
Lord Byron' and he was still
considered one of the alltime greatest golfers.

FOOTBALL
Falcon football
brief
Read extensive injury
updates on Page 7 along
with updates and news from
this week's football luncheon.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
vs. Miami; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
The New Orleans Saints.
They may just become the
new America's team' if they
keep up their
winning ways in
the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina. They got
enough airtime to prove it.

On the way down
Boring moments on Monday
Night Football. Last week it
was Jamie Foxx. this week
Spike Lee. this is a
much better alter-

Detroit Tigers minor league
prospect Burke Badenhop may
be the next baseball star from
BGSU to hit it big in the majors.
Badenhop was recently named
the Tigers' Minor League
Pitcher of the Year,
"I was excited," Badenhop
said. "It was a little bit of a
surprise, but not something
completely out of the blue. I
didn't know they would vote on
something so quick, but it was
a pleasant surprise."
Badenhop spent this past
season with the West Michigan
Whitccaps, a Low Class-A
league team of the Tigers. He
compiled a 14-3 record in his
27 starts and posted a 2.84
ERA. I le also tossed three complete games, which tied for the
league lead.
The Pcrrysburg, native
was also instrumental to the
Whitecaps playoff run. In two
playoff games, he went I -0 and
posted a 2.63 ERA.
"[Being in the playoffs] was
pretty sweet," Badenhop said.
"There's nothing better than
getting the ball for Game 1 of
the playoffs. It's great to be the
guy they wanted out there."
Badenhop pitched for the
Falcons from 2003-05. During
his tenure, he amassed 17 wins
and 177 strikeouts in 70appearances. He showed his ability to
be a true student-athlete, being
named to the Academic AllAmerica first-Team and the
Academic All-MAC First Team
as a senior.
After beingdrafted in the 19th
round of the June 2005 draft, he
went 6-4 with a 2.92 ERA in 14
starts for the Oneonta Tigers of
the short-season Class-A New
York Penn League.
He has his sights set on joining the likes of BGSU alumni
Orell lersfuscr, Roger McDowell,
Grant lackson and Doug Bair,
who all went on to become
See TIGERS I
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FLYING AWAY: Burke Badenhop pilches lor BG in 2005 Badenhop *en! on lo pitch for the West Michigan White Caps this past season and post a 2.84 ERA Badenhop
grew up m nearby Petrysbutg.

87

native than having
Dennis Miller in the booth
using big words.

BADENHOP BY THE NUMBERS
Burke Badenhop has made a name for himself after finishing his BG career.
i He racked up a 14-3 record with a

Finished the 2005 season at BG

i Finished fourth all-time at BGSU

i Drafted in the 19th round

2.84 ERA. Badenhop posted 124

with a 9-2 record. 56 strikeouts and

in appearances with 70 and eighth

(570th pick) on June 8 by the

strikeouts compared to just 31

an ERA of 3.73.

all-time with 177 strikeouts.

Detroit Tigers.

walks on the year.

The BG News lists the Top 5

Falcons face Miami in third conference match

teams that have something

ByAd»mMi.iin

The List

to prove this weekend in
college football.

1. Ohio State: Easily
their toughest game of the
year, they head to Iowa City
for a night game date with
Drew Tate and Co.
2. Iowa: If they win this
one. they can easily become

Reporter

The BGSU women's volleyball
team has gotten used to winning the past few weeks.
They are currently riding an
eight match winning streak and
will head into tonight's match
with Miami University looking
for more.
The Falcons kicked off MidAmerican Conference play this

past weekend with home wins
against Western Division rivals
Toledo and Ball State. The team
swept both matches and left
little doubt.
"We did not want to diminish
our 10 wins out of the conference but we knew we were 0-0
on Friday in the MAC so we had
to start well," said Coach Denise
VanDeWalle.
"Winning creates excitement
and the players have wanted

to prove something about this
team. We know realistically that
the conference is tough every
night and we will be prepared
and ready."
The Redhawks come into
tonight's match with a 4-11
record overall and a 0-2 mark
in the MAC. While the team is
looking for a 3-0 start in the
MAC, Van De Walle knows better than to look ahead.
"Everyone plays a different

kind of conference schedule
and we know we can expect to
see a very good, physical team
in Miami," said Van De Walle.
"They play well in their system
so we must play well behind the
service line. That will make it
much easier on our defense."
BG will have incentive
to knock off Miami as the
Redhawks were picked to fin-

to go is up A trip to Bobcat
country with something to
prove can either be a good
or bad thing.

4. Michigan: They play
the third team in a row that
beat them last season, the
Gophers stink, hopefully the
Wolverines know that

5. Georgia: Did
they really almost lose to
Colorado? Ole Miss has not
lost to any l-AA teams

fressel feels urgency of being
ready for Hawkeyes
By Rutty MilUr
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Ohio State
coach !im Tressel doesn't
want to be an alarmist. Yet
he still wants to get the message across to his No. 1-ranked
Buckeyes: This is no time to
catch your breath.
The Buckeyes have cut
through their first four opponents, allowing just 8 points
a game while winning by an
average margin of 23 points.

And the victims haven't just
been "Baldwin-Wallace" — as
Tressel joked yesterday, mentioning his alma mater. Ohio
State has beaten defending
national champion Texas and
No. 24 Penn State. .
But the Buckeyes are
extremely wary of Saturday
night's opponent. No. 13 Iowa.
One slip, one mental error,
one letup and all of that
accumulated momentum

the greatest year in the history
of professional golf in 1945
when he won 18 tournaments
He captured 31 of 54 tournaments in 1944-45. Then, at age
34, he retired after the 1946 season to spend more time on his
Texas ranch.
"When I was playing regularly,
1 had a goal," Nelson recalled
years later. "I could see the prize
money going into the ranch,
buying a tractor, or a cow. It gave

See BUCKEYES | Page 8

See NELSON | Page 7

See PATERNO | Page 7

Nelson dies at 94, leaves a
strong legacy behind
By Jaim. Aron
The Associated Press

IRVING, Texas —Byron Nelson,
golf's elegant "I.ord Byron"
whose 11 straight tournament
victories in 1945 stand as one of
sports' most enduring records,
died yesterday. He was 94,
His death was confirmed
by the Tarrant County Medical
Examiner's Office. No cause of
death was listed on its Web site.
Known for his graceful swing
and gentle manner, Nelson had

Paterno is past
his coaching
prime
/Ml good things must come to
an end.
This holds true for practically
everything in life. Every pizza wiil
come to its last slice. Every lucky
streak will undoubtedly come to
misfortunate. Every good sitcom
will meet its season finale.
At the end of the day, nothing
lasts forever.
Sadly, there's one Pennsylvania
State University head football
coach who seems to disagree with
this age-old cliche. He's a man
who's defined college sports for
the past 40 years, a man who epitomizes the phrase "living legend,"
but a man who unfortunately
cannot say no.
loseph Vincent Paterno laflectionately known as foePa] is arguably the most recognized name in

Ten along with Michigan.

State means the only way

WYATTAKOLE
COLUMNIST

See NETTERS | Page 7

the team to beat in the Big

3. BGSU: 38-3 to Kent

■
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college sports. He has coached
the Nittany Lions since 1966, and
throughout his tenure with the
program.hehasachievedaplethora of accomplishments that put
him in a league of his own. With
Penn State, he has about a .750
winning percentage, and for the
478 games he's coached, that's
absolutely impressive. He's been
coaching for a total of 56 years as
either a head coach or an assistant head coach, which is easily
an NCAA record. He holds the
NCAA Division 1-A record for
number of bowl appearances
and wins, and he comes in a
dose second place in number
of college football wins with 356.
I'lTie man in front of him has six
more than he does.)
Needless to say, we shouldn't
write Paterno off as anything
short of legendary. The man has
rewritten the record books and
has coached some of the greatest men to have ever graced the
professional gridiron.
Kut with all good statistics, there's the bad statistics.
They're statistics that make you
wonder if we're talking about
the same phenomenal coach.
Statistics that make you wonder if there was some sort of
typographical error in reporting this information.
After enjoying mild success |941 in 2002, Penn State would find
themselves dwelling in the baseinriit of the Big Ten for two years.
In 2003, the team went 1-7 in the
Big Ten and managed to split
their four non-conference games
to end up with a 3-9 record on

Davis out for season
Defensive lineman Ntck Davis lore his
ACL and MCL last week in practice and
will now miss the remainder of the 2006
season
"Its a lough deal, it was really a noncontact injury.'* said BG Coach Gregg
Brandon. "He's a tough kid. resilient kid.
he'll be back for spring football."

Turner day-to-day
Quarterback Anthony Turner is still
listed as day-to-day with a separated
non-throwmg shoulder Turner missed last
weeks game with Kent
Freddie Barnes and Tyler Sheehan will
both be ready to play at Ohio.
Brandon was impressed with Sheehan's
play but admitted he could use some
work.
"Tyler has to get rid of the football,
he'll learn that. Tyler was reminded of that
with the helmet bruise in the middle of
his back." Brandon said. "The best way for
these kids to learn is to get in the fray"

Lanning banged up
Offensive lineman John Lanning has
had five knee surgeries in his career. In
addition to his knee problems he also has
turf toe.
Lanning's toughness and dedication are
evident to Brandon.
"He's a tough guy. a resident guy. a
competitor." he said. "He dies for the
Falcons, he's just a great great kid"
Brandon also stressed the importance
of having a deep offensive line that could
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the year. In 2004, they managed
to win one more Big Ten game
12-6 in the conferencel and won
the same number of non-conference games to improve their
record to 4-7 on the year. Oh,
and it's probably also worth noting that during those three years,
Penn State failed to defeat a top25 team, falling to four in 2002,
five in 2003, and three in 2004.
Whereas anyone is allowed
a rebuilding year — or two —.
many "winning'' programs aunt
allowed to go 7-15 for two consecutive years. 1 he University
of Nebraska, for example, who
knows very little about die concept of losing fired head coach
Prank Solid) in 2003 alter a 9-3
campaign. Solich had lead the
Conihuskers to a 7-7 season
the year before, and evidently,
according to the school's expectations, was not acceptable.
Although 2005 would prove
to be a very successful year for
Paterno, the fact of the matter
is that he has lost the magic he
once had. This year, Joe Paterno
has failed to beat any team of
significance. Against ranked
opponents, P.iterno's team has
been outscored 69-23 in two
very embarrassing losses. And as
Paterno leads his team through
conference play, one can only
imagine what teams like
Michigan and Michigan State
are going to do to his squad.
My call for his resignation will
probably be met with criticism,
but it won't be because people
disagree with my view on his
coaching. Mather, loe Paterno
is a VBTy lovable character, a
charismatic educator and a
selfless philanthropist In fact,
he and his wife have donated

WWWBGNEWS.COM

over four million dollars to Penn
State's library/Because of what
he's done with the program, it's
highly likely that Paterno won't
leave the program until he steps
downs. II tin-iiuih In-mid.that's
the way it should be, too.]
I'm just hopeful that Paterno
isn't waiting for a winning season to relinquish the position
Famous athletes |like Reggie
Miller and Andre Agassil have

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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nobly left their respective games
with Icss-than-spectacular finishes. But I can honestly say
that I will always remember the
standingovatilin Miller received
(not to mention the Pistons calling a time-out to prolong the
well-deserved applausel or the
tear jerking speech Agassi left
us with when he played his last
match this summer. There's no
shame in leaving the game with
dignity while not at the lop.
And who knows? Maybe the
.Nittany Lions' 2005 fluke season
might lie an indiciation of things
to come. I'aicrno went 11 -1, and
their one loss at Michigan was
by two points as time expired.
Sadly, whereas Penn State routed many of their opponents
last year, they lend to he on
the other half of the demolition
derby this time around.
At the end of the day, facts
are facts. The Penn State Nittany
Lions have been such a staple In college football for |oe
I'aternos pride to get in the way
of the success of the program.
Whereas Paterno was, at one
point in his career, the quintessential coaching mastermind,
the current loseph Vincent
Paterno is nothing more than a
mediocre |if that) coach fat past
his prime.
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play with the first team.

Macon to share carries
Chris Bullock had 17 carries for 99
yards on Saturday in place of an ailing

TIGERS
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Dan Macon.
Macon was nursing a sore ankle in the
first half and Bullock soon got the bulk of
the carries.
Bullock also gained 18 yards on 4 carries against FIU.
"I saw a lot of promise in him after
spring football and it was nice to see him
get in there and carry the ball." Brandon
said. "He did put it on the ground which
is unfortunate but he ran hard and had
some nice runs."

Barnes takes loss hard
After the loss to Kent State Saturday.
Freddie Barnes was adamant about his
inability to make plays to help the team.
He was not overwhelmed by responsibility or the amount of pressure his team
put on him to perform though
"I definitely don't think its too much
too soon." said Barnes in Saturday's postgame press conference. "I feel like I've
asked for everything that's being placed
before me*
Brandon has not lost confidence that
Barnes will rebound from his performance.
Freddie is a competitor and he's a winner and he will bounce back from that." he
said. "He already has, he's already put that
one behind him and he's got to get ready
for Ohio"

Brandon and Barnes
share grief of loss
Gregg Brandon told the reporters at
the weekly BGSU football luncheon that
he and Barnes both shared the pain of
Saturday's defeat together.
"Freddie and I were the last two out
of the locker room and he was really
down after that game and so was I." he

Major Ifague pitcher'.
"I'd like to keep progressing and keep learning things
and apphing them every day,"
Badenhop said. "I think that's
kind of what's allowed me to
have success so far."
I lershiser was a star pitcher
for the Dodgers in the prime
of his career and won the Cy
Young Award and Wbrid Series
MVP honors in 1988. McDowell
was a relief ace for live different teams and is currently a
pitching coach for the Atlanta
Braves. Jackson pitched for six
teams over his 18-year career.
Bair was a solid reliever for
seven different teams, winning
Wbrid Series'with the (ardinals
and theTigers,
Badenhop knows the history of these players and seems
to be the next in line destined
for stardom.
"|Hershiser| was always
known for being really tough,"
Badenhop said. "I think that's
the one thing that's kind of
helped me get through and
could be my calling card — the
guy that's going to be tough,
the guy that's going to eat up
innings and keep you in a ballgame ito matter the simation."
Badenhop's success also
says something about the
baseball program at BGSU.
Coach Danny Schmitz says
that having players like
Badenhop who continue to
be successful at higher levels
is helpful to the team's recruitment process.
"We're going to use
IBadenhop's success) during
therccniitingprocess, "Schmitz

"He's a coaches
dream. I don't

From

stay up at night
worrying about
Burke Badenhop
doing the right
thing off the field."
TodBrov.- IB

NETTERS

•

said. "We've had a number
of guys that have gotten the
opportunity to go to pro ball.
Plat's a big selling point that
it's a program that am develop
young talent."
But it isn't just Badenhop's
baseball skills that have his
coaches talking His leadership
and work ethic are two of the
most important skills he has
outside of his pitching skills.
"I le was the epitome of what
you call a student-athlete," said
pitching coach Tod Brown. "I le
won the lunior Male Athlete
of the Year and he won Senior
Male Allilete of the Year. He was
always our hardest worker — a
guy dedicated to the classroom
and baseball
"He's a coaches dream. I
don't stay up at night worrying
about Burke Badenhop doing
the right thing off the field."
Schmitz
also
saw
Badenhop's dedication to
being a true student-athlete
while pitching at BG.
"I though! he had great leadership qualities both on and
off the field," Schmitz said. "I le
was probably about a 3.8 and a
3,9 student, so he was just outstanding in the classroom."

ish above the Falcons in the preseason coaches poll. Ohio was
picked to finish firs! in the MAC
last Division with Miami second
and BGSU third.
The two teams split two matches last year, with the road team
winning both times Miami came
hi Anderson Arena last ScptcmlxT
28th and defeated BGSU 3-0.
BGSU returned the favor in the
rematch on November 3 l>y beating Miami 3-1 on their home
floor
"Miami is a team you can
never overlook, no matter what
their record says," said Stephanie
Svviger. "Iliey have a good program so we were surprised they
lost tlie matches they did this
weekend. We need to be ready to
play because we are going to have
a taiget on our backs now that we
are 2-0 in the MAC. They are going
to bring their A game to Anderson

and we must be ready."
After starting the conference
season with three home matches,
the team will finally hit the road
on Saturday when they travel to
Dekalb, II. to play Northern Illinois
at 7 p.m. The match up has two of
the top teams in the conference
playing for the only time this season. After one weekend ol M V
play, only three undefeated teams
remain In the conference. BGSU
and Northern Illinois are two of
them, with Ohio being the other.
I he team will then return to play
two home matches against .Akron
and Buffalo on October 6 and 7.
Tonights match will be played
at Anderson Arena at 7 pjn.
Stephanie Swiger was named
MAC Last Player of the week for
the second consecutive week.

JOBDAN FlOwfR
SERVING UP A WIN: C is.,

i duitfiq i

Falcons will look to continue their success aqt

HI

nst Toledo The

M#n tonight

This was the third lime she has
won the award in her career.
Swiger compiled 32 kills in two
malches ibis weekend and also
hit .452 on offense. She added six
digs and was the leader of a near
unstoppable falcon team in the
two matches
"It's unbelievable to win two

weeks in a low," slid Swiger. "I
feel very fortunate and lucky to
lie apart of this team, let alone Ix1
recognized by the conference. We
have worked really hard llie pas!
few vears to e,el the program back
to where we warned it to be and
this was the year we felt all of the
pieces would he together."

in golf in 1922 as a caddie at Glen
Garden Country Club in Fort
Worth. One year, he won the c addies' championship, defeating
Ben I logon in o playoff.
It was the beginning of a
rivalry that never really materialized. Though they were born
six months apart, XeKon won
all five of his major championships before he was 34 and
Hogan won all nine of his after
he was 34.
After graduating from high

school. Nelson got a job as a file

said "Misery loves company. So we just
kind of hung out together"

Special teams improves
With offensive and defensive woes,

NELSON
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one bright spot for BG was their special
teams Saturday. Sean Ellis' kkkoffs were
all boomed to the end zone and he was
one for one with his held goal attempts.
The punting game was solid as well
other than one short punt by Rojas.
Corey Partridge also looked comfortable in the punt return role as he averaged 20 yards.

me incentive.''
That incentive pushed Nelson
to become one of the best players
of his era. He won the Masters
in 1937 and '42, the U.S. Open in
1939 and the PGA Championship
in 1940 and'45.
He also finished second once
in the U.S. Open, twice in the

Masters and three times in the
PGA. Nelson played in British
Open only iwice, finishing fifth
in 1937.
Nelson's long fluid swing is considered the model of the modem
way to strike a golf ball and his
kind, caring style with fans and
competitors made him one of the
most well-liked people in sports.
"I don't know very much,"
Nelson said in a 1997 interview
with The Associated Press. "I
know a little bit about golf. I know

how to make a stew. And I know
how to be a decent man."
His second British Open was
in 1955. when he was no longer a
serious comix'titor, although he
did win the French Open on that
trip for his last professional victory. I lis prize money, however, was
not enough to pay the hotel bill.
"I had to put up another $200."
he told tlie associated press with a
huge smile.
Nelson was bom \'vb. 4, 1912,
on the family fami and started

Voted Lowest Prices in
i The Woodland Mall!
(inside Lifestyles)

Birch Run Golf Club
call Brittany to /
schedule an /
appointment at

(419)494-1660

Only 1D Minutei from C«»»«»!
2 irales ofl 1-75 South in
North Balunore on St Rt 18
Stuient ID Sptcial:

«ffffc Weekday 18 Holes with cart
Weekend 18 Holes ««h cart

tartuhm

10% Off with this Ad!
Low carb & weight loss supplements
Many fat burners to choose from
Weight gain supplements
Multi-vitamins

419-354-5239

clerk in the accounting office
of the Forth Worth and Denver
Railroad and played golf in his
spare time.
Ilelosthis)obduringthe(ireal
Depression but found worl in
1931 with a bankers' magazine,
I he same year, he entered his
first tournament, the National
Amateur in Chicago, where he
missed qualifying In one stroke.
With jobs hard to find, he turned
professional in 1932.

Build A Better Body! Q&

BODY MECHANICS (
Opening October 1st
in Woodland Mull!
Memberships On Sale Now!
First 300 memberships receive
20*7r Off regular prices Single Memberships - $28 w/disoouiu & tax
FcHttriog equipment by:

MAGNUM FITNESS &
ELITE FITNESS
Call Craig
419-352-4948 or 1-866-544-BODY (2639)
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from the firs! four games can
he blown away.
"You have to go and evaluate yourselves honestly and say,
I ley, we've got to get a lot better
in this area and that area and
we've got to haw more consistency if we want to go on the
toad anil win,"' Iressel said. "So
We'vegOI ,1 lot til work out ahead
of us."
The threats are everywhere,
[Vessel said before singling out
what his defense would face.
"Out defense knows lull well

that we're facing one of the premier quarterbacks in the conn
try," he said, referring to the
Hawkeyes' Drew late. "We're
facing a running back [Albert
Young] who's a thousand-yard
guy [from 20051 and he's got

two back-ups that are very
capable. Their light end. [Scott]
Chandler is a 6-foot-7 guy that
the] feature in their passing
game. Their offensive line is
very.ven solid So we know that

the challenge tor our defense Is
probably unlike any challenge

they've had this year."
Thai's not just whistling
past the graveyard by a veteran coach. The last time
I ressel took the Buckeyes
to Iowa ('in. the Hawkeyes
— with late at the controls
— ran off the first 33 points on
the way to a 33-7 win.

"Experience brings confidence," Smith said.
"And it gives you a little bit of self control
about what to do in key situations. An experienced quarterback can control the game
and definitely be a key factor in it."

[Cincinnati's Dustin Grutza],
and then this pas) weekend, it
guy in his fourth start ll'enn
State's Anthony Morellil.
"Drew latft he's good. It will
he LI great test for US.
( ornerback Antonio Smith,
who returned an interception
for a touchdown against Pcnn
State, said you can't put a price
on playing lime, particularly for
LI veteran such asTate.
"Experience brings confidence," Smith said. "And it gives
you a Uttk bit of self control
about what to do in key situations. An experienced quarterback can control the game and
definitely he a key tailor in it."

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

'BARTEN0ING1 up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174

PART-TIME BARTENDER
Pick up application al
1163 N Mam Si.. Eagles Club

All positions available Kitchen, wait
stall, etc. Stop in lor more into Red
Lobster 1422 S Reynolds. Maumee

8lh Annual Learning Fair Thurs..
Sept 28lh. 9:30pm-4:30pm. BTSU
314. 31S. 316 Look lor dyers or see
study skills website lor schedule ol
presentations

Child care wanted alter 3 pm M-F
lor 3 year old boy. 10-12 historic
Contact amahone@bgsu.edu.
WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Campus Pollyeyes
All-U-Can-Eat
Soup. Salad, and Breadsticks
M-F 114 $5.25

best for top opponents.
Ohio State has yet to face such
an experienced quarterback
I Ins season.
"The first game we faced a
senior INorthern Illinois' Phil
Horvathl who had kind of split
time his whole life," Trcssel said.
"The second name we faced a
guy ITexas' Colt McCoyl playing
his second start of his life. Third

Hut In that defeat, Ohio State
foundaquarterhadc of their own
in froy Smith. The Buckeyes are
19-3 since thai humiliating loss.
One major concern for the
Buckeyes Is slow starts. They
led 1'enn Stale on Saturday just
7-3 heading into the fourth
quarter before three touchdowns made the final score
|L'H-(>! look like a blowout.
These last two weeks we
know we have to come out a lot
raster," said wide receiver Brian
llohiskie. who helped turn the
game around with a 37-yard
touchdown catch from Smith.
We know (hat starting In the
nig Ten we can't afford to come
out slow like we have the past
couple of weeks."
Tale is causing high an\iel\
for the Ohio Slate staff because
he's Started lor three years
and will not likely he Intimidated or confused by whatever
the Buckeyes throw at him. A
senior who has a 20-7 record
,is ,i starter, late has thrown at
least two touchdown passes in
19 games and often saves his

Ms • 4H-J71 till

Campus Events

The Daily Crossword Fix KAPLAN

1

Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed: will train.
Call alter 8pm 1-877-258-2764

Wanted

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
biand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Rmte wanted Piedmont Apts on the
corner of 8th & High St Rent: $245
* ulil For more into call Chris 419
320-6668.

AFTER SCHOOL GROUP LEADER
Available 6:30am to 6:00pm.
Call for more into. Sara Perna
419 251-9622 Submit resume to
sperna@ymcatoledo org
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Miss Lane's man
Mob enforcers
Challenge
SSS designation
Snooze alarm option
Inventor Sikorsky
Exploits
Ms. Verdugo
Lubricates
Redundant amount of land?
Ethical Culture founder
Gas: pref
Big galoot
Observe
Nautical notes
California sea
Nabokov title
Morays
Redundant amount of chocolate?
41 Bugle call
42 Works out
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Eucalyptus residents
Put into cipher
Annoy
French cup
Not kosher
Beatles movie
Friendly lead-in
Type of salami
Stirrup bone
Designer Christian
Stirred up
Pleasingly plump?
Hosp. areas
Synthetic fiber
Notable years
USNA grad.
Aged
Nitty-gntty
Stockpile
Camera part
Excessive libido
Beyond sight
Demonstration participants
38 Light musical production
39 OSS. now
40 Paid to play

Mountain ndges
QED word
Na Na
ATM maker
Anatomical pouch
_ Park, CO
Redundant number of jalopies?
Nov. honorees
BHko, briefly
French religious title
Scraps for Fido
On-line transaction
Depilatory brand
Future atty.'s hurdle
Eyelid woes
Editorial order
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Summer shade
Pseudoscience
Mouths off
Pergolesi's oratorio.
■
Mater"
Jazz pianist Hancock
State with conviction
Freewheel
Peruses
ADC
Ravel
Feast the eyes upon
Ann and Ang
Ref. set member
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST • www.KAPTEST.COM
For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

" Avail Now Rms low as $225 Mo
Also units starting1-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrenlals.com. or call
419 353-0325 9am-9pm

3 bdrm house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A'C. WD hookup. NO
PETS $750 8 util 419-353-8208.

Male has furnished room lor rent
with Ireedom ol house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit. $250 rent. 419-354-6117.

Wachovia Securities
Financial Network
Sales Assistant
Duties Include:
' Oflice Administration
■ Reception
'Preparing Presentations
' Typing Skills and Computer
Knowledge a Musi
Hours: 10 hours per week'Flextime
E-mail Resume lo.
jpino@wachovialinet.com
Fax:419-861-9839 Attn Joseph Pino
Wachovia Securities Financial Network. LLC. Member NASDSIPC
Wachovia recognizes and values
Ihe diversity ot its employees, customers and business partners.
EOE. M'F/D/V.

1 bdrm apt subls Jan 07 to end ol
May. Close to dntn & camp.
$350mo . ulil. 419-352-0938

WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY

Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately. 419-352-5239

Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo. plus electric 419-654-5716
FUN FOOD THURSDAYS
Featuring Naked Wings

Chiliano s Grand Opening
Pizza by the Slice or by Ihe Pie
September 26th 5pm-9pm
CHILY S CONVENIENCE STORE

Dinner: 4:30-7
COMMONS BUFFET
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr Sem Fully turn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heat, breaktast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet meld, in
rent $650 mo 216-538 0061
dansolo@bgsu edu

Retired teacher & prolessor will
share house with graduate student
or other prolessor 5 bdrm . 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. meld partial util. Call alter 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm apts
have lots ol style for a pnee that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.
hurry in, this is a limited time otter.
Charing Cross 419-3520590

Lunch & Dinner
MCDONALD DINING
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

For Sale

On selected floor plans
Running Specials
i/20O7
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

2 tickets OSU vs. BG Game
50 yard line, section 22, Row 6
$425 each 419-666-1465

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio

Cozy Comforters 100% down.
Twin, like new. S40, Full. $60.

• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

419-372-9379

FREE HEAT

Management inc.
Hillsdule Apts.
10X2 Fairview Avc
2 bdrms / 3 bdrni Twnh

Dishwasher

Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT
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Management inc.

apartments

{faim/Afe {f tnameui
fOasm/Ae /2 WV*
■lor, IMI KSTvn- mm i
I \il I3Q Comi-i- of I--5 jml Kl 2H4

ALL STADIUM SLATING

Part) room <t%niinh!t- r«,r >,,, II,,I„,
i
•- ,„• %,,,,,11 ,i,.ui,( all for litforoiMliito

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
JACKASS'NUMBER TWO

Management Inc.

7 30 9 35

IHI

• ALL THE KING'S MEN IPG-ll)

71510:00

FlYBOYStPB-13)

7:00 10:00

• GRIDIRON GANG 1PG-U1
THE BLACK DAHLIA |R|

7151000
710 9 50

EVERYONE'S HERO tCI

Graceland
(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm I bath I car garage
Air condition w/cl h<x>kups
Close to downtown

La-z Boy recliner 3 yrs old. green,
contemp style with cuphalders and
armrests. $225 firm. 419-352-1245

VARSITY SQUARE
419-353-7715 t=*

I iinll;i\ Pike Apts.
lll/ll3FindluyPk
I'ortage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apis
Garage for I vehicle
Startng at S475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

$7 95 All You Care To Eat
4:30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

7.30 9 35
7 00 9:20

THE COVENANT 1PC-13,
IHF WICKER MAN IPG-13

7 00 9:30

ACCEPTED PL-Hi

7 00 9 45

TALIADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IP0-13I
7 05 9 30

' Pi'N <//*/*/ O

7 20 940

423-2861

M(,Mm iiunsim MJ SMIS (II SHU\SNII..VI
HUIIAI-M NDAI UJ Sl.MV Ml MlimSH^O
SNAKES ON A PLANE |R|
THE ANT BULLY PL,

7009:20
7109:10

LITTLE MAN |PG 13

7109:10
7 209 30

CLICK (PC-131
CARSlGl

7009 20
7009 20

MONSTER HOUSE 1 PC 1

839 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395.00 per month
deposit $395.00 Lease to 8/4/07
755Manville,Apt.9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt, Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent $425 00 per
month,deposit $425.00. For one
person. $490.00 per month, deposit
$490.00 for 2 people. Lease to 8/4/07.
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$135.00 per month until 5/5/07
905 Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month. Tenant pays utilities.

7 451000

WORLD TRADE CENTER PC 13.

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE IR|

APARTMENTS
For Rent

1745 Linwrkk-Shamrock VMaqe
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer One car garage. Limit 2
people Excellent Condition. $875.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.
All Available Immediatley

NO PETS!

JOHN NEM/L0VE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
$191. unosri K sim i i
i\( lluss I HO*) UllH.III

CALL: 419-354-2260

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Kick them aside 8
let us fool tho bill!
■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
■ 2 Swimming Pools
■ 3 Laundromats

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking
■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TERRACE AFFS.
Office Looted at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

1419)352 9135
Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com

Monday Friday 9:00am - 5:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

